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De8cMptUm tmtl .Anal~ of Gtwolite, " new Mineral Species. 111
pling of streams lqld the BOund of breaken appear to be almOllt
e.xcluaively due. I have examined a stream or two, and in all
caaeI whpte a ripple made itself heard I have discovered bubbles.
The impact pf water against water iB a co~paratively subordinate
and could never of itself pecaaion the murmur of a brook
or the JQl1l!ical roar of the ocean. It ill the BalDe aa regardJ
waWrfalls. We~ Ni~ra contipuoulI and without lateral vibration, it would be Ba Itilent as a catanwt; of ice. It is poll,ible, I
believ", to get be~Q. the descending water at Qne place; and if
the attention of travelle.,s were directed to the subject, the mau
migh~ perhaps be le". tUO'"f}R.
For in all probability it also
Iuta its 'contractAl«t l!6CtioQi,' after pusing which it ia broken
intq detached ml'8l1eli, which, plupging succesllively upon the .urbladders formed by their precul'llOn, suddenly liberate their con~
tent!! IIDd thus create the thunder of the waterfall.
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PucriPtiqp tmd AJ14lyril of Gurolite, IJ fUIW Mineral Speciu.
By TU!l1U8 .t\.NDBB~N, M.D., F.R.S.E., Lecturer on Cke-

fAiItry, EtlfrJJurglt*.

HE mineral described in the following pages I first saw in
T
the hands of a mineral-dealer, who offered it for sale under
the name of Herschelite. A verr cursory examination enabled
me to see that it was not that mmeral, and led me to the conclusion that it was either pectolite or a new species; and a few
preliminary trials appeared rather to confirm the latter opinion,
but my specimen was not sufficiently large to enable me to submit it to accurate analysis. In the autumn of 1849, however, I
paid a visit to Skye, where I found the mineral, not abundantly,
but in sufficient quantity to enable me to examine and analyse
it. I then found that what I had before seen were weathered
and etBoresced specimens; and the result of my examination
proved it to be a new and very distinct species, to which I give
the name of Gurolite (from "fVPO~, orhiculatm), from the peculiar
form of its crystalline concretions.
Gurolite occurs at Storr, about nine miles from Portree, at the
spot already so well known to mineralogists for the abundance
and beauty of the specimens of Ilpophyllite, stilbite, laumonite,
and other zeolites found there. With these gurolite occurs
associated, and it is sometimes found coating crystals of apophyllite. The best and finest specimens, however, are not found
m immediate contact with these minerals, but are met with in "
basalt of very different characters from that in which they are
•
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by the Author, having been read before the Royal
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Dr. Anderson's Ducription and AnalyriB of Gurolite,

most abundant. The rock in which these minerals are principally found may be described as a basaltic amygdaloid, very soft,
and so vesicular that it is impossible to break even a small piece
without finding it filled with druay cavities, lined with rock
crystal, stilbite and apophyllite. In this rock, gurolite is never
found; but there occurs also another basalt, which I imagine to·
have been produced. by a distinct eruption of basaltic matter,
extremely compact and uniform in its texture, the druay cavities
smaller and much 1eB8 frequent, rarely containing apophyllite,
and almost never stilbite, but having these minerals replaced by
gurolite. In this basalt traces of gurolite are by no means uncommon, but fine or large specimens are decidedly rare; and
the collector must spend a considerable time in finding them i
and when met with they can rarely be obtained uninjured, Ba
the mineral is apt to fiy to pieces in the attempt to dislodge it.
During my visit to Skye, the weather was so extremely unfavourable that I had little opportunity of pursuing the Ie8J'ch for
it, but I have no doubt that it will be found pretty generally
spread through the more compact basalta of the neighbourhood.
I found traces of it at some distance from the point at which I
collected my specimens i and an old wall which is passed in Bacending the Storr is built of a basalt containing small weathered
specimens of the mineral.
Gurolite occurs in small spherical concretions composed of thin
plates radiating from a centre. The external surface of each
concretion has an exceedingly beautiful striated appearance,
owing to the plates of which it is formed rising to irregular distances above the surface. Colour white, lustre vitreous, passing
into pearly when it has been exposed to the weather. In thin
plates it is perfectly transparent. It cleaves readily parallel to
the plates oC which the concretions are composed. It is very
tough, and cannot be reduced to powder without some labour.
Hardness between 8 and 4.
Before the blowpipe in the matrass it gives oft" water, swells
up and separates into thin plates, which have a fint pearly or
rather silvery lustre. On charcoal it swells up, splits into very
thin laminlll, and finally fuses with difficulty into an opake
enamel. With borax it gives a transJ;larent and colourless glass,
and with soda it fuses with difficulty mto an opake mass. With
nitrate of cobalt it gives a feeble reaction of alumina. It is
readily attacked by hydrochloric acid. Its analysis was very .
simple; the only difficulty experienced being in the selection of
portions which had not lost water by efflorescence, and the earlier
experiments on this accOlmt gave a variable amount of water.
The proportion of water was determined by igniting=:Juantity in a platinum crucible, and another portion was t
with
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hydrochloric acid in the ordinary way for the Reparation of silicic
acid: the alumina, lime and magnesia were determined as usual.
The silicic acid was attacked by hydrofl.uoric acid and found to

be pure.

Oxygen.

Silicic acid
Alumina .

50'70
26'86
6
1'48
Lime. .
88'24
9'49
2
Magnesia
0'18
Water
14'18
12'60
3
99'78
H we neglect the small quantity of alumina and magnesia as
non-euential elements, we find the oxygen in the other three
constituents to be nearly in the proportions of 6, 2 and 8, and
the mineral is conaequently a hydrated silicate of lime represented
by the formula
2(CaO, SiO") +3HO.
The analysis shows a slight excetJ8 in the amount of lime, and
deficiency in the silicic acid and water required for the formula;
but the latter is probably due to partial efB.oreacence, as I have
found that gurolite loBeS water with great facility. 11'201 grs.
of it, dried in the water-bath, lost 0'495 gr., equal to 4'42 per
cent. This corresponds to one equivalent of water, the calculation of which gives 5'1 per cent.; so that gurolite dried at 2120
is represented by the formula 2(CaO,SiOS) +2HO,ormore simply
still, as a neutral silicate of lime with one equivalent of water.
In its chemical constitution this new mineral stands in a very
simple relation to the other silicates of lime, of which three are
already known, one hydrated and two anhydrous. Their formulal
are-Wollastonite (tabular spar)
8CaO,2SiOS.
"Kalk-trisilicat" of Gjellebiick CaO, SiOS.
Gurolite
• . . . . . . 2(CaO, SiOS) +8HO.
DyscIasite (Okenite)
• . . 3CaO, 4SiQ3 + 6HO.
In guJ!Olite, then, we have the same compound of silicic acid
and lime aa that eDsting in the Gjellebick mineral; in the latter,
however, it is anhydrous, while in the former two equivalents of
the silicate are in combination with three of water. Its relation
to dysclasite is closer still; in fact, by doubling its formula, the
dift'erence is found to consist only in a single equivalent of lime.
To the latter mineral gurolite approximates also in some of its
physical characters, po8Be88ing the same toughness and difficulty
of pulverization, although in a very inferior degree. Its crystallization in plates and not in needles, its high lustre, and the ease
with which it loses water, distinguish it completely from dyaclasite, and render it an exceedingly distinct, well-marked, and characteristic species.
Phil. Mag. S. 4, Vol. 1. No. 2. Feb. 1851.
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